


Tantalus Labs produces high-quality cannabis products 
using sustainable cultivation methods. 

We believe world-class cannabis is the result of: 

elite genetics,elite genetics,

pure inputs,pure inputs,

and disciplined cultivation.and disciplined cultivation.

find us in the weeds
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To cultivate world-class cannabis, 
Tantalus Labs spent 4 years 
designing and building a unique 
greenhouse in the Fraser Valley 
near Vancouver, BC.

We call it SunLab¹.

production - sky pilot
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Our operations are based out of the Fraser Valley 
in British Columbia, where rainfall is abundant. 
That is why we designed and equipped the roof of 
SunLab¹ with a rainwater catchment system for our 
greenhouse irrigation. 

Using 100% captured and triple-filtered rainwater 
means our water-usage is sustainable. And produces 
clean-burning, quality cannabis.

HOW WE GROW:
RAINWATER
FULL SPECTRUM LIGHT
ELITE GENETICS + STRAIN SELECTION

watering lines / vegetative bay
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sunlab¹

Plants have thrived under sunlight for millions of 
years. The sun naturally provides full-spectrum 
light, an ideal photosynthetic input for cannabis. 

Using sunlight as our main light source not only 
effectively fosters healthy cannabis plants but 
significantly reduces our environmental impact. 
We are able to reduce our carbon emissions 
by up to 90% compared to traditional indoor 
cannabis cultivation. 

HOW WE GROW:
RAINWATER
FULL SPECTRUM LIGHT
ELITE GENETICS + STRAIN SELECTION
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Tantalus is always 
looking to the future, 
optimizing growth 
and genetic rarity 
with each strain we 
produce.

R&D - purple punch
R&D - purple punch
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Selecting a cannabis phenotype for cultivation is a 
meticulous 18 month process at SunLab¹.

Our team of experts look for the best physical 
expressions of a strain to narrow down the selection. 
Traits like potency, aroma, bud structure and density, 
as well as plant resiliency and health are isolated 
throughout four rounds of grow cycles. We select 
cuttings from the best half of each round and 
use potency testing to help determine the best 
phenotypes.

HOW WE GROW:
RAINWATER
FULL SPECTRUM LIGHT
ELITE GENETICS + STRAIN SELECTION

Our phenotyping process:

APPROXIMATELY 50 PLANTS ARE REGROWN, HARVESTED, AND STUDIED.
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production - tropicanna cookies

Plants express vibrant non-
green hues when they contain 
unique genetics. Anthocyanins, 
a type of flavonoid, are the 
naturally occurring pigments in 
foods and cannabis responsible 
for rich expressions of colour.
Some cannabis strains contain 
higher levels of anthocyanin, 
and are uncovered in the search 
for rare genetics.

production - tropicanna cookies
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2021
Strains
Nearing the end of 2020 we moved to 
an exclusively high thc product range, 
encompassing strains sought after for their 
complex flavours and potent highs.

production - slurri crasher
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sky
pilot

myrcene limonenepinene
20-26%

00-01%

finished cure

 9 weeks

19.18.

trichome detail genetic lineage tasting notes

caryolphyllene limonene myrcene
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linaloolmyrcene limonene
20-27%

00-01%

finished cure

10 weeks

trichome detail genetic lineage tasting notes
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myrcene linalool limonene
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genetic lineage tasting notes

cream
gas

Flowering Time : 

terpenes

trichome detail

finished cure

caryolphyllene nerolidollimonene
19-25%

00-01%

finished cure

10 weeks

trichome detail genetic lineage tasting notes
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caryolphyllene limonene nerolidol



tropicanna
cookies
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citrus
orange
cookie

terpenes
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Tropicanna
Cookies

caryolphyllene limonene humulene

Flowering Time : 

finished cure

10 weeks

caryolphyllene limonene humulene
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trichome detail genetic lineage tasting notes
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Mendo
Purps

genetic lineage tasting notes

sweet
grape

earthy

terpenes

trichome detail

finished cure

indica

linaloolmyrcenehumulene

Mendo
PurpsFlowering Time : 

mendo
purps

9 weeks
mendo

finished cure

humulene myrcene linalool
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trichome detail genetic lineage tasting notes
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cookie
tart
hash

Flowering Time : 

terpenes
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caryolphyllene myrcenelimonene

Flowering Time : 

15-20%

00-01%

finished cure

10 weeks
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caryolphyllene limonene myrcene

trichome detail genetic lineage tasting notes
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Lemon
Fuel

turpentine

terpenes
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caryolphyllene myrcene limonene

Flowering Time : 

16-22%

00-01%

finished cure

caryolphyllene myrcene limonene

10 weeks
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trichome detail genetic lineage tasting notes
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cream
gas

earth
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caryolphyllene limonene humulene

Flowering Time : 

16-22%

00-01%

finished cure

caryolphyllene limonene humulene

10 weeks
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trichome detail genetic lineage tasting notes



Tantalus Labs pre-rolls 
are available in the same 
exclusive strains as our 
whole flower.

Each pre-roll is 0.5 
grams each, and they are 
available in packs of 3.

pre-rolls
Quality Ground Flower,  
Conveniently Pre-rolled.

Whole Bud, 
Pre-Rolled for You

Cannabis plants naturally 
produce buds of varying 
sizes. For a bud to make it 
into our flower packaging, it 
needs to be of a certain size. 
Smaller buds have the same 
cannabinoid and terpene 
profiles, but are just a smaller 
package. We use these 
smaller buds as input to our 
pre-roll products.
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A Pipe and Flower
in One Package

JW and Tantalus Labs have 
collaborated to create an all 
new pre-packed pipe.

Choose between two of 
Tantalus Labs’ best selling 
strains Blue Dream or Pacific 
OG.

Ready for action wherever 
you go.
 
Durable pharmaceutical grade 
glass provides a personal pipe 
for clean consumption.

Durable & Portable

37.36.



dry
sift

Quality Inputs
We use our flower produced at 
SunLab as the foundation for our 
concentrates.

High THC
Our Dry Sift is produced by 
tumbling flowers to detach the 
trichome from the plant. The 
material is then passed through 
screens to purify. By using quality 
flower inputs, our result is a potent 
and pure THC product.

Flash Frozen Processing
By freezing flowers before the 
tumbling process, we allow 
trichomes to break free more 
easily, resulting in a pure end 
product.

39.38.



TC hash is a potent pressed hash 
with a sweet and tropical flavour 
profile.

TC Hash is made from pressed 
high-purity dry sift, resulting in a 
soft square of high-quality hash. It’s 
a solventless concentrate that is 
made with strains selected for their 
citrus and tropical forward flavours. 

This hash can be added to flower 
to increase potency, or consumed 
on its own.

TC HASH
TC pressed hash
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2020
strains
In late 2019 and 2020 we entered the 
market with a focus on a balanced strain 
portfolio, from high cbd strains, to balanced, 
to high thc - we wanted to start with 
something for everyone.

skunk haze
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0-1% 10-18%
45.44.
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As harvest time approaches, these 
pistals (hairs) get darker and progress 
from yellow to orange. They then turn 
red, and finally brown, depending on the 
strain.

production - skunk haze r&d - cindy 99
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thank you
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